We construct a novel preorder on the set of nodes of a simple undirected graph. We prove that the preorder (induced by the topology of the graph) is preserved, e.g., by the logistic dynamical system (both in discrete and continuous time). Moreover, the underlying equivalence relation of the preorder corresponds to the coarsest equitable partition (CEP). This will further imply that the logistic dynamical system on a graph preserves its coarsest equitable partition. The results provide a nontrivial invariant set for the logistic and the like dynamical systems, as we show. We note that our construct provides a functional characterization for the CEP as an alternative to the pure set theoretical iterated degree sequences characterization [1] . The construct and results presented might have independent interest for analysis on graphs or qualitative analysis of dynamical systems over networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Let G = (V, A) be an undirected graph where V is the set of N < ∞ nodes and A ∈ {0, 1} N ×N is the underlying adjacency matrix. Our goal in this document is to construct a preorder on the (finite) set of nodes V of G that conveys non-trivial structure: 1) it is preserved by the logistic dynamical system 
for i = 1, . . . , N , in a sense to be made precise; and 2) its underlying equivalence relation coincides with the coarsest equitable partition of a graph. The logistic dynamics consists of a standard set of coupled Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) that model the spread of epidemics in networks (e.g., [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ). The parameter γ stands for the rate of infection of a virus in the network; the state variable y i (t) A preorder on the set of nodes is a binary relation on V that is reflexive and transitive, i.e.,
• i i (reflexive)
Any preorder on a set V naturally induces a quotient on V given by the following equivalence relation
⇐⇒ i j and j i.
Since ' ' is not a partial order, the right hand side of (2) does not imply equality i = j (up to isomorphism), but a weaker equivalence relation. In fact, we will show that our preorder construct induces (in light of equation (2)) the so-called coarsest equitable partition (CEP), which is an important coloring or symmetry on a graph and that we will introduce momentarily.
It is clear that the logistic dynamical system preserves the automorphisms of a graph -in that, if isomorphic nodes are initialized with the same initial condition, then their state evolve in synchronybut it is non-trivial to show that it preserves the CEP of the graph (this will follow as a corollary to the fact that it preserves the preorder ' ' constructed in this paper).
Outline of the paper. Section II introduces and contrast the definitions of isomorphism and the coarsest equitable partition on graphs; Section III constructs the preorder; Section IV shows the implications of the preorder on dynamical systems such as the logistic system, in particular, the logistic dynamical system preserves the preorder and hence admits a non-trivial invariant set; Section V concludes the paper.
Preliminary Notation.
• N = {1, 2, 3, . . .};
• V (G) = set of nodes of graph G -sometimes denoted simply by V ;
• N (i) = set of neighbors to the node i (also named neighborhood to i) in the undirected graph
• d(i) = degree of the node i in the undirected graph G = (V, E);
1 In a click, all nodes are connected to all other nodes.
• d(p) = vector collecting the degrees of the nodes stacked in the vector p ∈ V , assuming that
• π I : V +1 → V |I| : is the canonical projection on the coordinates indexed by the set I ⊂ {1, . . . , }.
II. SYMMETRIES ON GRAPHS
In this Section, we define some notions of symmetry on graphs and present the exact notion that fits our purposes, namely, the coarsest equitable partition (CEP). We start by introducing the definition of isomorphism on graphs.
Definition 1 (Graph Isomorphism). We say that two graphs
isomorphic, and represent it by G 1 ∼ = G 2 , whenever there exists a bijection f :
where 'i ∼ j' means that i and j are neighbors in the graph.
isomorphism from G onto G, i.e., f is bijective and
We say that two nodes i and j in a graph are isomorphic, and denote it as i ≈ j, whenever there exists an automorphism f with f (i) = j or f (j) = i. The set of automorphisms on a graph G endowed with the operation of composition conforms to a group that we refer to as Aut(G).
Definition 3 (Orbits)
. Let i be a node in G. We refer to
as the orbit of the vertex i. In words, two nodes are in the same orbit if and only if they are isomorphic.
The orbits of a graph in definition 3 define an equivalence relation between nodes which allows to quotient the set of nodes into equivalence classes that the partition illustrated in Fig. 1 is preserved by the logistic dynamical system in the sense that if all nodes have the same initial condition, i.e., y(0) = 1 N y 0 , then, there is no reason to expect that eventually, say one of the indigo nodes will increase its state (e.g., degree of infection in an epidemics) faster than the other indigo node. Indeed, and more formally, we can show that such dynamical system preserves the partition induced by the orbits of the automorphism group of a graph. In particular, the underlying dynamical system admits a lower dimensional version quotiented by the automorphism symmetries of the graph. For instance, its group of automorphisms is the trivial one (for more details, refer to [7] ), i.e., no two nodes are isomorphic in the Frucht graph. In other words, the Frucht graph is a regular graph that is not vertex-transitive. From such asymmetry, it is not clear whether nodes initialized at the same state will evolve evenly under an epidemics modeled by the logistic dynamics. Despite the asymmetry, all nodes are equivalent to each other in the CEP (or also in our preorder construct) sense. Therefore, as corollary to the results proved in this paper, nodes departing from the same state, in any regular graph (not necessarily vertex-transitive), will evolve in synchrony -in particular, a regular network admits a 1-dimensional dynamics version.
Remark. Note that the synchrony induced by the CEP on the logistic dynamics shall not be taken for granted as one can find counter-examples of dynamical systems whose qualitative properties depend on the nodes even for a regular graph (that is not vertex-transitive), refer, e.g., to [8] .
The previous discussion illustrates that even though the orbits of an automorphism are preserved by the logistic and the like dynamical systems, this is not the coarsest coloring that is preserved. Next, we introduce the coarsest equitable partition (for more details refer to [1] ). First, let P = {P 1 , . . . , P k } be a partition on V . Define
as the number of neighbors of i in the partition , and define
as the distribution of the d(i) neighbors of i across the elements of the partition.
Definition 4 (Equitable partition).
The partition P is called equitable whenever
In words, two nodes i and j lie in the same class if and only if they have the same distribution of neighbors across classes. In particular, they have the same degree. The partition induced by the orbits of the group of automorphisms in a graph is an equitable partition, but not the coarsest one in the graph. As referred to before, no two nodes in the Frucht graph in Fig. 2 , which is a regular graph, are equivalent w.r.t. the group of automorphism whereas all nodes are equivalent w.r.t. our preorder construct equivalence, which is equitable and corresponds to the coarsest equitable partition. In certain cases, e.g., when the underlying graph G is a tree, then the orbits of the automorphism group and the coarsest equitable partition coincide. The next lemma asserts that the coarsest equitable partition exists in any (finite) graph.
Lemma 5. Let P and Q be two equitable partitions on G. Then, there exists the finest equitable partition that is coarser than P and Q and it is denoted as
P ∨ Q
We now present the characterization of the coarsest equitable partition on a graph G, given by the multisets of the so-called iterated degree sequence of the nodes. First, let
. . .
For instance, from Fig.1 we have
One can extend it to the infinitary sequence, so-called ultimate degree sequence
Now, P is the coarsest equitable partition in a graph G if and only if
Observe in particular that all nodes in a regular graph fall in the same class with respect to the coarsest equitable partition.
We rephrase a corollary to Theorem 6.5.1 in [1] as follows.
Corollary 6. Let P be the partition induced on the set of nodes V by the iterated degree sequence on the graph G = (V, E). Let Q be an equitable partition on V . Then, P is coarser than Q.
There are efficient algorithms to determine the coarsest equitable partition in O(N log(N )). Determining the finer partition induced by the orbits of the automorphism group is NP-hard. We reserve the symbol ≈ as the equivalence relation associated to the coarsest equitable coloring.
III. PREORDER-CONSTRUCT ON SIMPLE UNDIRECTED GRAPHS
In this Section, we construct a preorder on the set of nodes of an undirected graph G = (V, E). The idea of the preorder is to formalize the following domination concept: a node i is greater or dominates a node j whenever the degree of i is greater than the degree of j; and the degrees of the neighbors of i are greater than the degrees of the neighbors of j; and the degrees of the neighbors of the neighbors of i are greater than the degrees of the neighbors of the neighbors of j and so forth. This idea must be clearly formalized to make any sense.
Define
as the set of all paths, on the graph G, departing from the node i and with length . Now, we introduce one of the main concepts for the preorder construct.
Definition 7 ( -adapted function). Let i, j ∈ V (G) and ∈ N. We define the class of -adapted functions on G at the pair (j, i) as the set of functions
fulfilling the next two properties
and
for all p , p ∈ P (j), where we defined
with π ≤m (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x ) = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x m ), i.e., π ≤m returns the first m ≤ coordinates from the input vector.
In words, if the first m coordinates of a path p coincide with the first m coordinates of a path p , then the same should hold for the images of p and p by the map f ij . For simplicity, from now one, we will commit an abuse of notation and we will write π ≤m instead of π ≤m .
We assume throughout that f ii is the identity map for any i ∈ V (G), which is clearly an adapted function. We now observe two important properties.
Lemma 8 ("Group" property). Let g jk and h ki be two -adapted functions at (j, k) and (k, i), respectively.
Then,
Proof. Indeed, let p , p ∈ P (j) with
as g jk is -adapted and thus,
as h jk is -adapted. Similarly, we can establish the property in equation (5).
is an -adapted function.
Proof. Assume that g ij is not an adapted function. Then, either one of the cases below should hold true 1) π ≤m p = π ≤m p , but π ≤m g jk p = π ≤m g jk p for some m and p , p ∈ P (i).
2) π ≤m p = π ≤m p , but π ≤m g jk p = π ≤m g jk p for some m and p , p ∈ P (i).
Now, case 1) implies that
which is a contradiction as
and f ji is an adapted function. Case 2) similarly leads to a contradiction, therefore the inverse map g ij is an -adapted function.
We now observe that if f ji : P (j) → P (i) is an adapted function, then its restriction to the ( − 1)-
Definition 10 (Adapted sequence). We call
an adapted sequence (on ) of adapted functions at the pair (j, i) if f +1 ji extends f ji for any ∈ N in the sense of equations (6)-(7).
The following Lemma remarks that if the adapted sequence is comprised of invertible maps, then the inverse maps sequence is an adapted sequence as well.
Lemma 11 (Inverse sequence). Let f ji be an adapted sequence with f k ji being an invertible k-adapted function for all k. Then, the sequence g ij , where g ij
, is an adapted sequence.
Proof. Note that each g ij is an adapted function from Lemma 9. We are just left to prove that g +1 ij extends g ij for all , in the sense of equations (6)- (7) . Suppose that g ij is not an adapted sequence.
Then, there exists an ∈ N so that g +1 ij does not extend g ij , or in other words, one of the conditions below hold true
which contradicts the assumption. Case 2) leads similarly to a contradiction. Therefore, the inverse sequence g ij is an adapted sequence.
Theorem 12 ("Group" property for adapted sequences). Let h ki and g jk be two adapted sequences.
Then, the pointwise composition
is an adapted sequence.
Proof. The sequence f ji must fulfill the defining conditions in equations (6)- (7). Let p = π ≤ p +1 , with p ∈ P (j) and p +1 ∈ P +1 (j). Then,
as g jk is an adapted sequence. Moreover, define p +1 ∆ = g 
and hence,
The second case in equation (7) holds similarly and f ji is an adapted sequence. Now, we introduce the main construct of this document.
Definition 13 (Preorder). Let i, j ∈ V (G). We say that i j, whenever there exists an adapted sequence
where both properties hold
for all p ∈ P (j) and all ∈ N.
We say that an adapted sequence f ji explains the inequality i j, whenever f ji fulfills the two conditions in the definition 13. We may also refer that i j is explained by f ji under these conditions.
Theorem 14. The binary relation in definition 13 is a preorder on the set of nodes V (G) of the graph G, i.e., it is reflexive and transitive:
• (Reflexivity) i i;
Proof. Reflexivity: For any node i ∈ V (G), consider the sequence of identity maps
and note that this is an adapted sequence, with injective maps that preserve the degree.
Transitivity: Let h ki and g jk explain i k and k j, respectively, and define the sequence
First, note that from Theorem 12, the sequence f ji is an adapted sequence. Since the composition of injective maps is injective, then each f ji is injective. Now,
and thus, i j (explained by f ji ). Now, we remark that to each preorder, there is an associated equivalence relation defined as
Checking that this is an equivalence relation is trivial. The next Theorem, provides a more explicit characterization for our preorder .
Theorem 15. i ∼ = j, if and only if there exists an adapted sequence f ji such that
for all p ∈ P (j) and for all .
Proof. The if part is trivial: it follows as a corollary to Lemma 11.
We are left to prove the only if part. Let i ∼ = j. Then, by definition, i j and j i. In other words, there exist two adapted sequences f ji and g ij that explain i j and j i, respectively. First, note that since f ji : P (j) → P (i) and g ij : P (i) → P (j) are injective maps, then |P (i)| = |P (j)| for all (Schröder-Bernstein Theorem) and thus, since the graph is finite, we have
and the injective maps f ji : P (j) → P (i) and g ij : P (i) → P (j) are in fact bijections.
We are to show that f ji (or g ij ) preserves the degree sequence. Define the following interlaced dynamics on P (i) ∪ P (j)
We first remark that the vector degree is monotonous over the orbits of the above interlaced dynamical system. Therefore, if p is periodic, then
In other words, if p ∈ P (i) ∪ P (j) is a periodic point (or path) w.r.t. the interlaced dynamics, then the degree is preserved by the bijections f ji and g ij . We claim that any point (or path) p is periodic.
Indeed, let p ∈ P (i) and assume that p is not periodic. This in particular implies that all the points in the backwards iterates
are not periodic as well. In other words, the set of all backwards iterates has infinite cardinality, which is a contradiction as |P (i) ∪ P (j)| < ∞. Therefore, we conclude that f ji is an adapted sequence of bijections preserving the vector degree.
Theorem 16. The equivalence relation ∼ = is equal to the coarsest equitable partition (CEP).
Proof. We first show that ∼ = conforms to an equitable relation. Then, we show that any other equitable partition in the graph is finer then the coloring of ∼ =.
Part I: ∼ = is equitable.
Let i ∼ = j. Take an arbitrary neighbour j 1 ∈ N (j) of j and let us show that there exists i 1 ∈ N (i) with j 1 ∼ = i 1 . This establishes the first part.
Indeed, let i 1
ji (j, p) for all p ∈ P (j 1 ). We observe that g j1i1 fulfills the conditions of Theorem 15 and thus, j 1 ∼ = i 1 .
Part II: ∼ = is the coarsest equitable relation.
We will prove that given another equitable relation ≈, then
For each pair n, m of ≈-equivalent nodes n ≈ m, define
to be any bijection preserving the ≈-classes, i.e., f nm (k) ≈ k for all k ∈ N (n). Note that this is possible as ≈ is equitable: n, m have the same degree (hence we can choose a bijection), and have the same number of neighbors per class (hence we can choose a bijection that preserves classes). Now, assume i ≈ j and define the sequence f ji by induction as
where i 1 = f ji (j 1 ), with j 1 ∈ N (j) and
where,
with j 1 ∈ N (j), and j k ∈ N (j k−1 ) for all k ≤ n, i.e., (j, j 1 , . . . , j n ) ∈ P n (j).
Observe first that f n ji is well constructed as j n ≈ i n for each n above -as one can show by induction -and thus, f jnin makes sense. Moreover, the sequence f ji is an adapted sequence of bijections that preserves the vector degree. By Theorem 15, we conclude that i ∼ = j.
The next Theorem provides an alternative practical characterization for the preorder thus constructed:
it is an inductive preorder. In fact, in order to prove that the logistic dynamical system preserves the preorder, we need the result in Theorem 17.
Theorem 17 (Induction property of ).
Proof. We start by proving the implication '⇒'.
is injective for all . The monotonicity on the vector degree is clearly inherited by f ji .
Therefore, f (k) k.
Now, we prove the implication '⇐'.
By definition, we have f (k) k if and only if there exists an adapted sequence g kf (k) that explains the inequality. Now, define
f ji thus defined is an adapted sequence that explains i j.
In fact, our preorder is not only inductive in the sense of equation (9), but it is the maximum preorder amongst the inductive preorders as explained next. Let O be the set of inductive preorders on a graph G endowed with the following partial order ≤ ≤ ⇐⇒ i j ⇒ i j .
It is trivial to check that ≤ is a partial order on O.
Theorem 18. is the greatest element (a.k.a. maximum) on O with respect to the partial order ≤,
i.e., any other preorder ∈ O is not only comparable to , but it is upperbounded by it.
Proof. Let be another inductive preorder. For each pair of nodes (n, m) with n m, choose an injective function
that preserves , i.e., f (k) k for all k ∈ N (m). Now, let i j and define the sequence f ji by induction:
Note that f ji is well defined. Also, each f ji is injective and preserves the degree sequence. Moreover, the sequence f ji is adapted.
IV. LOGISTIC DYNAMICS PRESERVES THE PREORDER
In this section, we show that the logistic dynamics (1) preserves the preorder . As a result, this leads to the emergence of a non-trivial invariant set for this type of dynamical system over networks, whose characterization is tied to the underlying graph structure.
N be so that
Equivalently, the set
is invariant to the logistic dynamical system.
Proof. To show that S (defined in equation (14)) is invariant under the logistic dynamics (either continuous or discrete-time), we just need to check the qualitative behavior of the trajectory (y(t)) at the border of S to establish that it does not escape from the set. We focus attention on the continuous time case.
Let i j with y i (s) = y j (s), for some time s, i.e., the trajectory is at the border at time s. Let the adaptive sequence f ji explain the inequality i j. For simplicity, denote f ji := f 1 ji with
Assume first that
for some neighbor k ∈ N (i). Given the induction property of the preorder in Theorem 17 and the assumption in equation (12), we conclude, by inspection on the ODE equation (1), that
and thus, there exists δ > 0 such that y i (t) > y j (t) for all t ∈ [s, s + δ ). In other words, the trajectory does not scape the set.
In the case where the two nodes have the same configuration in a first order neighborhood, i.e., f ji is bijective and
for all k ∈ N (i), then the previous argument does not apply since 
(n+1)
Given a vector of indexes I = (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I N ) ∈ N N , define y I := (y I1 , . . . , y IN ). Assume, for some N ≥ 1, that the adapted sequence f ji is such that f m ji : P m (j) → P m (i) is bijective for all m ≤ N and
for all p m ∈ P m (j), and m ≤ N , but at N + 1 we have (the strict dominance)
injective and not bijective, or y p
Then, by inspection on the higher order derivative equations (17)- (18), and applying induction on N , we conclude that
and, thus, there exists δ > 0 such that y i (t) > y j (t) for all t ∈ [s, s + δ ), that is, the trajectory does not escape the set S.
Corollary 20 (LD preserves CEP). The homogeneous logistic dynamical system preserves the CEP of the graph, i.e., if y(0) ∈ [0, 1] N is so that
Corollary 20 follows from Theorems 15 and 19.
Remark. The proof of Theorem 19 naturally extends to establish the result for a broader class of dynamical systems. In particular, let F : R × R N −1 → R be an analytic real valued function invariant under permutations on the second vector coordinate, i.e.,
for all permutations p : R N −1 → R N −1 and for all x = (x 1 , . . . , x N ) ∈ R N . Assume also that F is monotonous in the second vector coordinate, i.e.,
x ≥ y ∈ R N −1 ⇒ F (x 1 ; x) ≥ F (x 1 ; y) .
Given a graph G, let F G = (F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F N ) be the vector field induced by F as follows F i (x) = F (x i , x i1 , . . . , x ik , 0, . . . , 0)
where, N (i) ∆ = {j ∼ i : j ∈ V } = {i 1 , . . . , i k } is the set of neighbors to i in the graph G (i.e., F conveys the graph structure of G). Note that the ordering of x i1 , . . . , x ik in equation (26) is not relevant as F is invariant under permutation of the associated coordinates. By evoking Faà di Bruno's formula (refer, e.g., to [9] ) for higher order derivatives of F G and resorting to a proof similar to the one in Theorem 19, one can establish the result in Theorem 19 to the class of dynamical systems
with vector field F G . Note that F is analytic and, thus, there exists unique solution (y (t, y(0))) for each initial condition y(0) ∈ R N .
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we constructed a preorder on the set of nodes of a graph. Such preorder entails the classical coarsest equitable partition of the graph. Moreover, it is preserved by certain monotonous dynamical systems over networks, which leads to the existence of an invariant set whose characterization relies on the graph structure of the dynamical system. Note that in light of Corollary 20, such dynamical systems admit a lower dimensional version with underlying dimension given by the number of colors associated with the CEP of the graph, i.e., by having the same initial conditions for nodes with same color, the state of such nodes will be synchronized for all time. Also, Theorem 19 tells us that one can lower-bound and/or upper-bound solutions to such dynamical systems by properly lower-bounding and/or upper-bounding the corresponding initial conditions. These observations provide with an application to approximate such dynamical systems over complex networks by lower-dimensional ones: i) find the CEP of the graph (which has a cost of about n log n, with n being the number of nodes); and ii) initialize evenly the state of nodes with same color so to lower-bound and/or upper-bound the arbitrary initial conditions of interest. In this case, the solutions (with arbitrary initial conditions) can be lower-bounded and/or upper-bounded by its lower dimensional versions for all time t.
